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Secularism And State Policies Toward
By contrast, the number of Jews identifying as Reform and Conservative — the two largest branches of Jewish denominational life — has remained flat.
Study: Young Jews are moving to polar ends — secularism and Orthodoxy
You have suggested in your essay "Religion, Nation-State, Secularism ... you gesture towards? Where would you locate, and how would you read a possible emancipatory politics today? Well first of all, ...
Islam, Secularism and the Modern State
in discussing his conception of the secular state, once wrote: “a caste-ridden society is not properly secular.”¹ This chapter investigates government policies toward caste in the light of the secular ...
India as a Secular State
Known as laïcité, the French secularism separating church and state has served as the bedrock ... While Mr. Macron expressed a liberal view toward secularism at the beginning of his term ...
In a Charged Environment, France Tackles Its Model of Secularism
The chair of the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee privately warns tax plans could hurt vulnerable incumbents.
Biden’s sweeping — and fluid — tax plans are making some congressional Democrats nervous
“California treats some comparable secular activities more ... of religious groups who contend that states’ coronavirus restrictions discriminate toward houses of worship.
Supreme Court Lifts California Restrictions on Private Religious Gatherings
OIAC held a press conference to present the contents of a resolution on Iranian affairs that has been introduced to the House of Representatives with 225 co-sponsors representing both political ...
Bi-partisan House Resolution With 225 Co-sponsors Urges Iran Policy Focused On Human Rights And Terrorism Issues
Make no mistake; a secular ... an advancement toward it. The particular faith, or lack thereof, of those working in the public service in no way represents any sort of official state religion ...
Quebec’s Bill 21 makes a mockery of secularism
The leading skeptics are Turkey’s secular elite, often called Kemalists ... established the PKK in the late ’70s and later began pursuing a nationalist path towards an independent Kurdish state. The ...
Secular skepticism will decide Turkey’s fate
Baghdad (AsiaNews) - A "secular, strong and democratic state" that positions itself "at ... nor does it base its policy on a certain dogmatic ideology that it creates to obtain power and hegemony ...
Chaldean Patriarch: Salvation for Iraq lies in 'secular and civil state'
Lawyers for the state responded that its policy “is entirely neutral toward religion; it applies to gatherings for any purpose — secular or religious.” They added that the restrictions would ...
Supreme Court lifts restrictions on prayer meetings in homes
Contrary to how the "secular" face of the regime likes to portray the Brotherhood and its agenda, the group is not seeking a theocracy. It wants a civil state ... the regime's policies are ...
Egypt's Two-Faced Regime: Not Secular, Not Islamic, Authoritarian
Moreover, the state’s “policy is entirely neutral toward religion; it applies to gatherings for any purpose — secular or religious,” they said.
In 5-4 vote, Supreme Court lifts California’s COVID ban on group Bible study in homes
With the Israelis’ continued rejection of the two-state solution, more and more Palestinians are calling for one secular state in which all citizens have equal rights. But while the Palestinians’ call ...
Israelis lean right toward one-state solution
On a sunny December morning in 2019, some of his campaign managers warmed up the crowd at a rally in the east Indian state ... of secular parties is pushing Muslim voters toward Owaisi.
Asaduddin Owaisi’s Bid to Redefine Indian Secularism
I do not think Cuomo has animus towards non-Orthodox Jews. This group votes reliably Democratic, and shares the general values of secular society ... he said the State was "having issues in ...
Revisiting Governor Cuomo's Hostility Towards Orthodox Jews In Light of His "Fucking Tree Houses" Comment
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An influential member of Congress from south Brazil strongly criticized his country’s foreign policy ... feeling towards Brazil”, said Sciarra who represents the agriculture state of Parana ...
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